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ON WEAKLY À-COUNTABLY DETERMINED SPACES

OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

S. ARGYROS AND S. NEGREPONTIS

Abstract. A compact space Ai' is said to be Gul'ko compact if the space C( K ) is

^X-countably determined in the weak topology. Well-known compact sets, such as

Eberlein compact sets, are Gul'ko compact. We prove here that the countable chain

condition and metrizability are equivalent for Gul'ko compact sets.

The purpose of this note is to give a positive answer to a question of Talagrand

(Probleme 7.9 in [13]). In fact, we prove that: if A is a compact Hausdorff space,

such that the Banach space C(A) of all real-valued continuous functions on A is

^countably determined in its weak topology, then in A there is a family of pairwise

disjoint nonempty open sets of cardinality equal to the least cardinality of a base for

A.

We denote by 2 the space of irrationals; 2 is identified with NN. 5 denotes the set

of finite sequences of natural numbers. For s E S we denote by | s | the length (i.e..

the domain) of s. For s, t E S, we write i < f if s is equal to the first | i | terms of the

sequence t. If a E 2, and n < u, a \ n denotes the finite sequence of the first n terms

of o. If i G 5, and n < to, s, n denotes the finite sequence of length \s\ +\. whose

first | s | terms is s, and whose last term is n.

A space A is Corson-compact if A is homeomorphic to a subspace of

2([0, l]r) = {x E [0. l]r: supp(x) is countable},

for some set T, where we have set supp(x) = {y G T: xy ¥= 0} for x = (xy)>,er G
[0,l]r.

In a Corson-compact space A, the weight of A (i.e., the least cardinality of a base

for A) is equal to the density character of A (i.e., to the least cardinality of a dense

subset of A ). Furthermore, every sequence in A has a convergent subsequence.

A topological space A satisfies the countable chain condition (c.c.c.) if every family

of pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of A is countable (cf. [5]).

The following definition (in some equivalent form) has been introduced by

Archangel'skii [2], VaSák [14],

Definition. A topological space A is 5(-countably determined if there are a subset

2' of the space 2 of irrationals, a compact Hausdorff space A, and a closed subset £

of A X 2' such that (denoting by 77,: A X 2' -> A the projection w,(x, y) = x)

A=7T,(£).
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If 2' = 2, then A is called %-analytic (cf. [4]).

We need the following simple

Lemma. Let X be a "h-countably determined space. There is a family {A^: s E S) of

subsets of X such that Aa — X, Uk<.uAfii — As for s E S, and for every x E X there

is a a El. such that (a) x G H^^/l^ and (b) // xk E An]k for k < to then the

sequence ( xk ) has a limit point in X.

Proof. There are 2' C 2, a compact space A, and a closed subset £ of A x 2'

such that 77,(£) = X. There is a family {Bs: s E S) of subsets of 2' such that

B0 — 2', UA<wi?Q = Bs for s E S, {Bs: |.v|= «} is a family of open-and-closed

pairwise disjoint subsets of 2', diam( B,) < 1 /| s | for s E S, and

H *,*={«},       a G 2'.

=  0, a G 2\2'.

We set As = 9x{m{l{Bs) n £) for s € S. If x G X, then there is a G 2' such that

(x, a) E F. It is clear that x E f\, uAg,k. Let xk G /1„A for k < w. Then there is

oK E 2' such that (fk.ok) E tr2~l(B^k) n £. hence aA G Ba¡k for A < w. Hence

aA -• o. Since A is compact and A7 C A there is a limit point y E A of the sequence

( xA ). Since £ is closed in A X 2', it is clear that ( v, a ) G £. and so t G £

Definition. A compact Hausdorff space A is called GuTko-compact if the Banach

space C(A) of real-valued continuous functions on A. with supremum norm, in its

weak topology (induced by its dual space of regular Borel finite measures on A ) is

■fk-countably determined.

It is a deep result, due to Vasák [14] (implicitly) and Gul'ko [7] that every

Gul'ko-compact space is Corson-compact. (The first result of this type is the

fundamental result by Amir and Lindenstrauss [1]: Every Eberlein-compact space

(i.e., every weakly compact subset of a Banach space) is Corson-compact.)

Theorem. If K is a GuTko-compact c.c.c. space, then A is metrizable.

Proof. By the result of Vasák [14] (implicitly) and Gul'ko [7], every Gul'ko-

compact space is Corson-compact. Suppose that there is a Gul'ko-compact c.c.c.

nonmetrizable space A. Since the continuous image of a Gul'ko-compact space is

(obviously) Gul'ko-compact, we may assume that the weight of A is exactly S,.

Thus. A C 2[0,1]"'. Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that ir(\K ¥^

0 for all £ < a,, and in fact that there is 6, 0 < 0 < 1, such that

K£= (w£|A)   (0,1] ^0    for£< u,

(where *•»: [0, l]"1 -» [0,1] denotes the £th projection).

Let Abe the unit ball of C(A), i.e., A= {/€ C(K): U/H « 1}. Since C(A) is

weakly '¡X-countably determined, X is too, and so there is a family [As: s E S) of

subsets of X satisfying the properties of the Lemma. We set n = (7tí: £ < <o,} C X

= Aa, and5, = {_ < w,: -ne E As} for s E S.
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For every j,l£S with | s | = 11 | we define x's, ,'s, V' C's such that:

(i) for every m < to,

U VQ   is dense in  (J { Vt n ^': . E C's n /3~} ;

(ii) F/ is open in A, V'-' C VJ for /' > /, s' > s, and x'v G Vs' if F? ¥= 0 ;

(¡a)c; c ^, c; n suppu;) = 0, c;' c c; fort' > t,s' >s, c% = <o+,

U   c2dÇ\U {supp(¿:):|/'| = Íí;|<|í|+l}'
y?. m < u)

and if £ G C/, then Fj n F/ * 0 ;

(iv)if x G F/, then^U) > 6; and,

(v) ig, g c; n Äp, if c; n b^ * 0.
We proceed inductively; assume that n < to, and that for every s. t E S, with

I j | = | r |*£ n, x{, _'x, Vx, C/ have been defined and they satisfy (i) through (v). Let

t, 5 G S, with I /1 = | í |= 7i.

Since A satisfies c.c.c. there are £'¿£ G C' D B^ for p < to and m < u, such that

Ul^nK;)

is dense in U {Vè n F/: £ G C/ n £—}.

We set

KÍ?= F/ n F£2     for/>, w<co.

If Fi5 ^ 0, we choose x'^ G F^ (and otherwise, we choose x!^ E A. arbitrarily).

We set (forp, m < to)

çg = {ie c; n Ä^xsuppfA-3,):vg,nv^ 0}.

We note that if x E V££ then

77£2(jc)>0,    since f££ C F^r?, .

Fhe recursive definitions are complete; it is clear that they satisfy properties (i)

through (v).

We choose | G to,\ U{supp(x'): 7. 5 G S | /1 = | s \). By the conditions of the

Lemma for the family {As: s E S}, there is a G 2. such that tt¿ G (^k.i_Aaik, and if

fk E Aalk for k < to, then the sequence (fk) has a weak limit point in A. From

property (iii), we choose inductively natural numbers t„_,tk_ for k < to. such

that ••

£eQo>;.V>        for A < to.

Setting t = (t„, f,.tk,...) E 2, we have that£ G C)k<jC$-

By property (iii), F^ ^ 0 for k < to; and hence by property (ii). xrJkk E V$k for

n < to. Since A is Corson-compact, it is clear (as it was mentioned in the introduc-

tion) that there is x E A, and a subsequence of (xTa,kk) (which for convenience we

denote also by (x7a[k )), such that xr'k — x.
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By property (v), we have that 7r{„» G A„lk for k < u. By the conditions of the

Lemma for the family {A5: s E S) and Eberlein's theorem for weak convergence,

there is g G A, and a subsequence of («jm ) which for convenience we denote also by

(irtn« )). such that

7T£rn -> g   pointwise.

We note that g G X C C( K ), i.e., that g is a continuous function. From property

(iv), we have that

»«W*)>« forall/>*-

hence, by the pointwise convergence. g(.xT_kk) > 9 for all A■< to. and hence by

continuity of g. g(.v) > 6 > 0. From properties (iii) and (v), we have that

*i;;(x$)=0    for all /< k.

hence by continuity of the projections, and convergence of x^,k — .v. we have that

77£./(.v) = 0 for all / < to; hence by the pointwise convergence, we have that g(.v) = 0.

This contradiction completes the proof.

The following more general result is proved with the same method.

Theorem. If K is a GuTko-compact space, then the Souslin number of K is equal to

the successor of the weight of A ( where the Souslin number of A is the least cardinal a

such that there do not exist in A a many nonempty pairwise disjoint open sets ).

We remark that if the weight of A is greater than the power of the continuum,

then the above theorem has been proved by Talagrand [13. Proposition 7.11].

Remarks. (1) Rosenthal [8] proved that every Eberlein-compact c.c.c. space is

metrizable. R. Pol proved that every Gul'ko-compact space satisfying the (stronger

than c.c.c.) property of possessing a strictly positive probability Borel measure is

metrizable (cf. [13. Théorème 6.6]). Call a space A Talagrand-compact if C( K ) in its

weak topology is tV-analytic [11]. Talagrand proved in [10] that every Eberlein-

compact space is Talagrand-compact (but not conversely: [11.13]). Talagrand in [12.

Problème 5] has asked if every Talagrand-compact c.c.c. space is metrizable. In [13.

Problème 7.9] he asks the more general question: Is every Gul'ko-compact c.c.c.

space metrizable.

(2) The analogue of the above theorem does not hold for the wider class of

Corson-compact spaces, i.e.. it cannot be proved that every Corson-compact c.c.c.

space is metrizable. A wide variety of counterexamples, assuming the continuum

hypothesis, appears in [3].

Corollary. Let X be a Banach space, such that X is weakly %-countably de-

termined, and such that every weakly compact subset of X is separable. In addition,

assume that X is isomorphic to a complementary subspace of C( ñ ) for some compact

space £2. Then X is separable.
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Proof. Let A be embedded as a complementary subspace of C(ß), and let P:

C(ß) — X be the associated projection operator. For to. to'G ß, set to — to' if

/(to) = /(w') for all / G A. Denote by ß' the quotient space ß/~ . Then A is

isomorphically embedded in C(ß'), and P\C($l') is the associated projection.

Furthermore X separates points of ß', and thus by results in [13], ß' is Gul'ko-

compact. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that ß is Gul'ko-compact.

Let P*: X* — A/(ß) be the dual operator (where X* denotes the dual of A. and

A/(ß) the space of finite regular Borel measures on X, the dual of C(ß)). For

p E M(Sl), we denote by supp(/x). the support of p, i.e., the closed subset of ß on

which ju is strictly positive. Set

A= the closure in ß of U {supp(/>*(**): x* G A*)}.

Thus A C ß, and it is easy to see that A — C(ß) — C( A ) is an embedding, and that

there is a  projection £,:   C(A) —A such  that  P  is  the composition  C(ß) —

C( A) — A (where C(ß) — C(A) is the operator induced by the inclusion A C ß).

We claim that A is a c.c.c. space. In fact, suppose that {Vt: £ < to,} is a family of

pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of A. For every £< uv there is x* G A*

such that

\P?(x*)\(V()>0.

There is/{ G C( A), with supp(/£) C Ff, such that //f d(P*(x¡)) > 0, i.e., £,(/{) ¥= 0.

It follows that the uncountable set {Pyyfç): £<«,} is discrete in A. and weakly

relatively compact, contradicting our assumption that every weakly compact subset

of A is separable.

Thus A is a Gul'ko-compact, c.c.c. space, hence by our theorem, A is metrizable,

hence C( A ) is separable. Thus A is separable.

Remark. The analogue of the above Corollary does not hold for general Banach

spaces (as opposed to Banach spaces that are complemented in spaces of continuous

functions). I.e., it cannot be proved that if A is a Banach space, such that A is weakly

iX-countably determined and every weakly compact subset of X is separable, then A

is (norm) separable. This statement does hold (for the DC-analytic case), if we make

an additional set-theoretic assumption, namely Martin's axiom plus the negation of

the continuum hypothesis, by a result due to Fremlin [6]. It fails, under the

assumption of the continuum hypothesis, by an example due to Rosenthal [9],

employing a Lusin-set type construction.
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